Candidates for Baccalaureate Degrees Awarded with Distinction

Spring 2014

Summa cum laude designates approximately the top one percent of graduates in each college. Magna cum laude designates approximately the next three percent of graduates in each college. Cum laude designates approximately the next six percent of graduates in each college. The actual number of students is dependent on the number who meet the published minimum grade-point average by college.

Summa Cum Laude

Abt, Alexandra Erika Herta – Human Development and Family Studies
Allevato, Adam David – Mechanical Engineering
Arguto, Hannah – History
Arthur, Mathew Scott – Health and Exercise Science
Asmus, Kayleen Cecilia – English
Beaujon, Sara Elizabeth – Interior Design
Bollig, Melissa Christine – Sociology
Brooks, Alexa Paige – English
Carpenter, Rheo Jami – Human Development and Family Studies
DeTar, Rachael Ann – Biological Science
Gibans, Melissa M. – Psychology
Gillis, Jessica M. – Environmental Health
Graps, Christine Elizabeth – Psychology
Haas, Kali Kimberly – Business Administration
Hall, Emily Margaret – Sociology
Heath, Emma Renee – Social Work
Hernandez, Rachelle Angele – Sociology
Ho, Valerie T. – Business Administration
Imbler, Laura Marie – Electrical Engineering
Kempton, Kelsey P. – Equine Science
Kenyon, Kaitlyn Nicole – Business Administration
Kroll, Katherine Lynne – Languages, Literatures, and Cultures
McCoppin, Jamie Candace – Business Administration
Misek, Joshua Daniel – Mechanical Engineering
Morrison, Casey Donald – Psychology
Naqvi, Theodora – Anthropology
Nash, Connor Patrick – Chemical and Biological Engineering
Parker, Elizabeth Lynn – Psychology
Peterson-Johnston, Kayl Rose – Sociology
Phung, Dung Thi Thuy – Economics
Pinto, Colton David – Biomedical Sciences
Sanford, Natalie B. – Anthropology
Secombe, Emily Grace – Human Development and Family Studies
Shrader, Alyssa Michelle – Nutrition and Food Science
Smallwood, Rhett A. – Business Administration
Smartt, Jared Allen – Applied Computing Technology
Stierch, Regina Rae – Business Administration
Thelen, Joseph Patrick – Biochemistry
Tran, Anh Quynh – Economics
Wagner, Kendra Louise – Human Development and Family Studies
Walton, Rachel Marguerite – Equine Science
Wang, Yating – Business Administration
Westhoff, Kevin Andrew – Mechanical Engineering
Wiegand-Shahani, Asia Lynn – Liberal Arts
Worth, Kimberly Dawn – Business Administration
Zetah, Brittany Ann – Human Development and Family Studies
Zhang, Xudong – Psychology
Zientarski, Jennifer L. – Business Administration
Zigterman, Rachel Ann – Mathematics

Magna Cum Laude

Adams, Riley Marie – Journalism and Technical Communication
Adkison, Emily Ann – History
Andrzejewski, Jessica Lynn – Psychology
Auer, Emily Anne – Economics
Balcier, Kayla Kathryn – Human Development and Family Studies
Batesel, Katelyn Anne – Economics
Behnke, Tessa Lauree – Fish, Wildlife, and Conservation Biology
Bentele, Christof Nicholas – Psychology
Bentheimer, Meghan Lynn – Interior Design
Benton, Rachel Leigh – Psychology
Beyer, Alex Andrew – English
Boyle, Kelsey Ayn – Health and Exercise Science
Bradshaw, Ashley Brooke – Business Administration
Brancel, Nicole Ann – Health and Exercise Science
Breitenfeldt, Adam William – Environmental Horticulture
Brindle, Crystal Ann – Natural Resource Recreation and Tourism
Britt, Byron William – Computer Science
Brooks, Danielle Nicole – Business Administration
Brubaker, Cole Dylan – Civil Engineering
Cacioppo, Daniling – Business Administration
Chesuks, Kelly Anne – Natural Resources Management
Clark, Jason Michael – Business Administration
Clay, Virginia Ann – Art
Collman, Matthew Vincent – Business Administration
Colmuss, Andrew B. – Psychology
Coskow, Alexander Stephen – International Studies
Dasakis, Melissa A. – Liberal Arts
DePizzo, Alyssa Brooke – Health and Exercise Science
Delphia, Cameron Emery – Business Administration
Dinges, Michelle Marie – Nutrition and Food Science
Dobos, Sarah Elizabeth – Mathematics
Eagan, Bethany Jean – English
Eaton, Nancy Leigh – Nutrition and Food Science
Eman, Rebecca Lynn – Sociology
Faling, Victoria Roe – Health and Exercise Science
Flores Servin, Julio Cesar – Biochemistry
Fox, Lucy Renee – Health and Exercise Science
Garvin, Brenna Nicole – Human Development and Family Studies
Gross, Gary Edward – Horticulture
Grossi, Gina Maria – Family and Consumer Sciences
Gutierrez, Christopher Nash – Economics
Hall, Alexander Mayer – English
Hall, Kelsey Marie – Political Science
Harder, Brent Thomas – Business Administration
Haschke, Anna Joyce – English
Herczeg, Carrie Ellen – Business Administration
Heyn, Sara Alexandra – Psychology
Hiett, Rebekah Sue – Anthropology
Honek, Petr – Health and Exercise Science
Hu, Yi – Mathematics
Huck, Nicole Marie – Human Development and Family Studies
Hyatt, Megan Elizabeth – Business Administration
Isby, Ian J. – Nutrition and Food Science
Ives, Rachel Carrie – Health and Exercise Science
James, Zachary David – Construction Management
Jones, Anna Elizabeth – Business Administration
Karnbach, Caitlin Denise – Biochemistry
Kandyba, Cassie Jean – Biological Science
Karpierz, Gwendolyn Stella – English
Kaspuri, Jenna Rose – Health and Exercise Science
Klopfenstein, Rebekah Marie – Business Administration
Kok, Kari Lynell – Art
Korulak, Emily Louise – Landscape Architecture
Le, Khanh Quoc – Economics
LeClaire, Michael David – Business Administration
Lederhos, Jessica Marie – Art
Leibensperger, Tara – Equine Science
Leins, Jacob Raymond – Civil Engineering
Leppek, Kelsey Luise – Art
Liss, Ryan J. – Fire and Emergency Services Administration
Liu, Siming – Business Administration
Liu, Yiyan – Economics
Lu, Shen – Nutrition and Food Science
Luepschen, Sharon Louise – Business Administration
Marr, Tyler Joseph – Economics
Martin, Scott Andrew – History
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Mascolino, Robyn Beth – Art
Mathews, Dillon Michael – Business Administration
Matthews, Jasmine Jewell – Human Development and Family Studies
Max, Joel Canaan – History
McNeil, Kaylin Patricia – Business Administration
Meier, Danielle Kristine – Health and Exercise Science
Miller, Clayton T. – Agricultural Business
Moin, Amani Ula – Chemical and Biological Engineering
Mooney, Timothy Derrick – Business Administration
Morehead, Kayla Elizabeth – Psychology
Mortensen, Joshua Kyle – English
Mross, Erin Rader – Liberal Arts
Mullin, Jessica Danielle – Agricultural Business
Muniz, Jenna Eileen – Business Administration
Near, Stacia R. – Biological Science
Nelson, Sophia Louise – Biomedical Sciences
Ng, Jonathan Charles – Economics
Nghiem, Anh Hai – Economics
Norton, Nicholas – Political Science
Noyes, Andrew Charters – Business Administration
O’Connor, Megan Mary – Music
Olsen, Kyle Andrew – Computer Science
Pankoy, Thomas Lee – Health and Exercise Science
Pham, Hoang Le Nhat – Economics
Plethaty, Molly Rebecca – Biochemistry
Pratt, Katherine Suzanne – Social Work
Prescott, Brighton Aubrey – Music
Proud, Melissa Ann – Business Administration
Purcell, Justin David – Health and Exercise Science
Rasch, Amy Marie – Biological Science
Randall, Corey Ryan – Chemical and Biological Engineering
Randolph, Danielle Elizabeth – Apparel and Merchandising
Redmond, Claire E. – English
Regan, John Mitchell – Business Administration
Rupp, Paul Kenneth – Horticulture
Salis, Jessica Marie – Nutrition and Food Science
Schaller, Christa Marie – English
Schneider, Monika Juliet – Social Work
Shi, Jian – Nutrition and Food Science
Simon, Danielle Lauren – Human Development and Family Studies
Sims, Paul Dana – Fire and Emergency Services Administration
Slater, Kenzie Rochelle – Business Administration
Slavik, Megan Nicole – Business Administration
Smith, Matthew Everett – Physics
Smith, Tyler Joseph – Fish, Wildlife, and Conservation Biology
Snyder, Ashley Marie – Equine Science
Solaimanian, Shiva – Landscape Architecture
Somers, Sean Patrick – Business Administration
Ta, Nhung Hong – Economics
Tanaka, Leah Elaine – Languages, Literatures, and Cultures
Tang, Chao – Computer Science
Tang, Wenyan – Civil Engineering
Terzyan, Asya – Business Administration
The, Kimberley Jane – Biomedical Sciences
Tong, Tien Thi Quynh – Psychology
Towler, Melanie DeWitt – Journalism and Technical Communication
Vila, Olivia Frances – Psychology
Waechter, Jessi S. – Social Work
Wait, Colin Neil – Fish, Wildlife, and Conservation Biology
Waldman, Fran Feldmann – Anthropology
Wang, Dongyu – Business Administration
Weber, Cameron B. – Business Administration
Weiss, Shelby Ann – Fish, Wildlife, and Conservation Biology
West, Corbin N. – Business Administration
West, Thomas Evan – Health and Exercise Science
Wilcox, Tyler Robert – Construction Management
Wood, Andrew Joseph – Construction Management
Ye, Bei – Business Administration
Yenne, Elise Marie – Psychology
Yu, Xiuyuan – Business Administration
Zaksek, Jessica Rose – Psychology
Zavislan, Melissa Nicole – Health and Exercise Science
Zhou, Lin – Business Administration
Zigray, Haley C. – Psychology

Cum Laude
Abney, Stephanie Teru – Mathematics
Alas, Amy Albertina – English
Albritton, Laura Michelle – Political Science
Allen, Luke Gregory – Chemical and Biological Engineering
Allison, John D. – Mechanical Engineering
Anderson, Casey Guerin – Computer Engineering
Arcuri, Andrew Francis – Horticulture
Arthur, Kelly Nicole – Animal Science
Ash, Alexandra Teresa – Business Administration
Audley, Evelyn Maureen – Social Work
Banghart, Katherine L. – Sociology
Barbera, Michaela Lynne – Biological Science
Barrier, Breanna Laine – Economics
Bell, Andrea Christina – Nutrition and Food Science
Benjamin, Bradie Virginia – Psychology
Bevis, Taylor Alexander – Mechanical Engineering
Bloomer, John A. – Mathematics
Bolton, Kathryn Evans – Sociology
Botts, McKenna Lee – Business Administration
Brame, Raven Marie – History
Brandenburg, Rae Ann – Nutrition and Food Science
Bretti, Megan Marie – Business Administration
Brewer, Bethany J. – Interior Design
Bridgeman, Yvonne Marie – Sociology
Bright, Cody Lamont – Business Administration
Brinkley, Bailey Elisabeth – Languages, Literatures, and Cultures
Brown, Robert Evan – Political Science
Brunner, Rachelle Mariah – Business Administration
Buckon, Cole Thurber – Environmental Engineering
Burke, Karen Katherine – Natural Resources Management
Byers, Jamie Lynn – History
Campbell, Mindy Janette – Nutrition and Food Science
Carlson, Shea LaRee – Business Administration
Carr, Katelyn Sue – Family and Consumer Sciences
Carroll, Elisabeth Marie – Biomedical Sciences
Carroll, Lana Renee – Human Development and Family Studies
Cavarra, Tyler John – Construction Management
Chandler, Tanna Jo – Health and Exercise Science
Cholewczynski, Alexandra Franzen – Chemical and Biological Engineering
Clark, Kelly Donald – Fish, Wildlife, and Conservation Biology
Clayton, Donna Marie – Animal Science
Coehran, Courtney Lynn – Health and Exercise Science
Colins, Sarah Ashley – Sociology
Colonnies, Natasha Joy – Social Work
Connolly, Elyse Greer – Apparel and Merchandising
Cook, Kayla Dawn – Psychology
Cooley, Jamie Lynn – Computer Science
Corbin, Kyle Evan – Journalism and Technical Communication
Craft, Forrest Nathaniel – Mechanical Engineering
Crockett, Breanna Morgan – Health and Exercise Science
Dang, David – Mechanical Engineering
Dell, Tyler Adam – Civil Engineering
Dermere, Christopher Ryan – Construction Management
DiCesare, Carly Lynn – Biochemistry
Dishman, Matthew Charles – Human Development and Family Studies
Doelling, Cameron Lewis – Business Administration
Doubert, Curtis Erwin – Animal Science
Druery, Katelynn Alysha – Human Development and Family Studies
Dudenhoefer, Margaret Rose – Journalism and Technical Communication
Dunn, Ashlyn Suzanne – Music
Eberle, Janessa Mac – Business Administration
Ehrlicher, Sarah Elizabeth – Nutrition and Food Science
England, Kyle Andrew – Political Science
Farquhar, Melissa Renee – Zoology
Feliss, Nathan Tyler – Economics
Fiala, Thomas – Electrical Engineering
Foley, Joy Carol – Civil Engineering
Fontani, Sandra Nicole – Interior Design
Forshott, Alexander West – History
Franklin, Andrea Lane – Journalism and Technical Communication
Freyermuth, Justin Lee – Health and Exercise Science
Fritzler, Justin Lee – Computer Engineering
Gannon, Lauren Elizabeth – Psychology
Gaylord, Olivia Randall – Journalism and Technical Communication
Geier, Chelsea Marie – English
Geiger, Jefferson David – Journalism and Technical Communication
Giacomini, Michael John – Business Administration
Girove, Kaycee Lynn – Hospitality Management
Goerg, Sheena Marie – Human Development and Family Studies
Gohring, Evan John – Natural Resources Management
Golos, Adam David – Chemistry
Gomez, Kimberly Kandra – Psychology
Gong, Qingbing – Environmental Engineering
Good, Casandra Elizabeth – Biomedical Sciences
Goody, Mariah Lynn – Journalism and Technical Communication
Graham, Owen Christopher – Business Administration
Grant, Stephen James – Natural Resources Management
Graybeal, Garrett James – Political Science
Grim, Evan James – Business Administration
Gupton, Kelli – Human Development and Family Studies
Halpin III, Lee Alan – Economics
Hancock, Kathryn Virginia – English
Hanson, Astrid Elizabeth – English
Hart, Aidan John – Business Administration
Hart, Rebecca Elizabeth – Interior Design
Hawke, Logan Anthony – Political Science
Hazel, Katharine Elizabeth – Health and Exercise Science
Heckerson, Hannah Lee – Psychology
Hediger, Ryan Nicholas – Health and Exercise Science
Hemm, Kaitlyn Susanne – Business Administration
Herrick, Dan R. – Journalism and Technical Communication
Hershey, Kendall Marie – Business Administration
Hickmott, Erika Kaitlin – Nutrition and Food Science
Hill, Maranda Leigh – Business Administration
Hilzer, Benjamin Jeffrey – Business Administration
Horton, Daniel I. – Fish, Wildlife, and Conservation Biology
Howshar, Mackenzie Alysse – Psychology
Huang, Weiye – Business Administration
Iang, Xinrui – Psychology
Johnke, Benjamin Andrew – Mechanical Engineering
Johns, Rachel Erin – Health and Exercise Science
Johnson, Hannah Jane – Social Work
Johnson, Makenna Lyn – Nutrition and Food Science
Jones, Brian Matthew – Electrical Engineering
Jones, Philip Richard – International Studies
Jones, Rebecca L. – Human Development and Family Studies
Jorck, Adam J. – Construction Management
Kappeler, Kinsey Anne – Interior Design
Kasyon, Emily Christine – Environmental Engineering
Keen, Kelly Marie – Nutrition and Food Science
Kenyon, Steven David – Construction Management
Kessinger, Stephanie Rae – Horticulture
Khalsa, Gurujuot – Languages, Literatures, and Cultures
Kidney, Tyler Patrick – Electrical Engineering
Kiefer, Allison Joy – Business Administration
Kircshoff, Betsy Ann – Human Development and Family Studies
Kleinort, Cameron Anton – Electrical Engineering
Knibbe, Kelsey Joelle – Sociology
Knoshaug, Rachel Elizabeth – Art
Koh, Glorianne Elizabeth – Psychology
Kotre, Tyler Jackson – Chemical and Biological Engineering
Krahm, Richard Frances – Electrical Engineering
Lafontaine, Michelle E. – Health and Exercise Science
Lanterman, Zoe Kessel – Business Administration
Larson, Rachel N. – Zoology
Leinhart, Kristin Joy – Nutrition and Food Science
Lesley, James Robert – Nutrition and Food Science
Lewis, Hannah Christine – Animal Science
Li, Sijing – Mathematics
Li, Yang – Computer Science
Lilly, Tyler Jay – Business Administration
London, Chelsea Tala – Art
Lu, Yiwen – Biochemistry
Lucero, Travis L. – Agricultural Business
Lund, Brian Christopher – Computer Science
Lynch, Jason Aaron – Social Work
Lynch, Tina Renee – Biochemistry
Mann, Lisa Renee – Human Development and Family Studies
Mantell, Steven Cavalli – Civil Engineering
Marrs, Ethan Mason James Lowe – Music
Matthews, Rianne Elizabeth – Music
McMillan, Dayton Datteri – Environmental Health
McWilliams, Kasey Lauren – Journalism and Technical Communication
Meeker, Dana Michelle – Social Work
Mendoza, Guadalupe – Interior Design
Meredith, Haley Paige – Social Work
Merewitz, Brian Aaron – Natural Resources Management
Meyer, Christian Thomas – Physics
Migas, Meghan Nicole – Sociology
Mobley, Carrie Ann – Journalism and Technical Communication
Morales, Lauren M. – Human Development and Family Studies
Moreno, Luis Manuel – Business Administration
Moyers, Rebecca Shea – Psychology
Muntefering, Alex J. – Health and Exercise Science
Nagel, Caleb Andrew – Sociology
Nestler, Stanley Brian – Mechanical Engineering
Nicholson, Anthony Pino – Mechanical Engineering
Noble, Andrew Scott – Electrical Engineering
O’Brien, Kelsey Marie – Sociology
O’Donnell, Maria Christina Shawne – Psychology
O’Neal, Krystina Marie – Philosophy
Oliver, Brian James – Health and Exercise Science
Olson, Micaela Coleen – Business Administration
Osika, Alina Nicole – Music
Otts, Brenna Caitlin – Theatre
Oxenhandler, Jenna Beth – Animal Science
Palmer, Danielle D. – Human Development and Family Studies
Parks, Duncan Alexander – Art
Parry, Timothy Robert – Mechanical Engineering
Patton O’Halleran, Suzanne Kelley – Political Science
Pawley, Joshua Andrew – Mechanical Engineering
Pederen, Blaine Austin – Chemistry
Penn, Matthew Lee – Sociology
Pfeiffer, Nathan Hale – Business Administration
Pizzolatto, Marie C. – Human Development and Family Studies
Pollard, Stephanie Elizabeth – Health and Exercise Science
Pushchak, Samantha Jo – Biological Science
Quimones, Annalisse – Human Development and Family Studies
Rager, Karly Danielle – Civil Engineering
Rairigh, Kelsey Elizabeth – Nutrition and Food Science
Reade, Theresa Schiel – Liberal Arts
Rehder, Alyssa Marie – Human Development and Family Studies
Rhodes, Ian William – Art
Richards, Hollie Ann – Human Development and Family Studies
Roberson, Jake G. – Liberal Arts
Roberts, Wayne Eugene – Business Administration
Romberg, Erica Jean – Sociology
Ross, Joshua D. – Business Administration
Rotert, Emily Nicole – Human Development and Family Studies
Rudkin, Ashleigh Pauline – Natural Resource Recreation and Tourism
Russell, Christine Kathleen – Animal Science
Sampson, Rebekah Lynn – Human Development and Family Studies
Scheirman, Kristen Nicole – Journalism and Technical Communication
Schmitt, Rebecca Pauline – Natural Sciences
Schmitzer, Rachel Leigh – Anthropology
Schmucker, Katelyn – Biological Science
Schnacke, Kent Timothy – Biological Science
Schnarr, Cassandra Marie – Soil and Crop Sciences
Schneider, Travis Edward – Chemical and Biological Engineering
Schwab, Matthew P. – Human Development and Family Studies
Sece, Celeste Elena – Human Development and Family Studies
Sellden, Nichole Denise – Business Administration
Selzer, Samantha Kelli – Communication Studies
Shaffer, Max Charles – Business Administration
Siims, Connor Sloan – International Studies
Skippe, Asia Noel – Art
Skotak, Jennifer Mary – Health and Exercise Science
Skovgaard, Sheldon Lee – Agricultural Economics
Smetzler, Laura Jean – Social Work
Smith, Emily Ann – Journalism and Technical Communication
Smith, Zachary Garrett – Political Science
Spence, Katie Lynn – Health and Exercise Science
Spinzi, Christina Anne – Business Administration
Stevenson, Alison Elizabeth – Human Development and Family Studies
Stockton, Kelsey Ruth – Biological Science
Stolz, Aaron Grant – Business Administration
Stovall, Michelle Monica – Business Administration
Streight, Michael John – Political Science
Stringfellow, Mallorie Marie – Music
Summers, Amanda Rae – Social Work
Swan, Jessica L. – Human Development and Family Studies
Swanberg, Gracie Elaine – Health and Exercise Science
Switzer, Heidi Lynn – Nutrition and Food Science
Taussig, Julia Elyse – Chemical and Biological Engineering
Taylor, Julie Christine – Social Work
Tchen-Tomasino, Emily Michelle – Nutrition and Food Science
Tharp, Michelle Elizabeth – Business Administration
Thue, Jason Todd – Business Administration
Timlin, Megan McKinley – Apparel and Merchandising
Updike, Blair Noelani – Human Development and Family Studies
Venrick, Lindsey Anne – Human Development and Family Studies
Vuong, Nham Linh – Economics
Wagner, Benjamin T. – Chemical and Biological Engineering
Wall, Erika Rae – Business Administration
Warner, Shelby Marie – Biological Science
Warrington, Emily Sara – Anthropology
Weinroth, Margaret Dorothy – Animal Science
Welch, Joseph T. – Computer Science
Westra, Jeffrey Paul – Biomedical Sciences
Wheaton, Sara Elizabeth – Business Administration
Wheeler, Stacey Nicole – Mathematics
Whitcomb, Ryan Kenneth – Chemistry
Whitehill, Nicholas S. – Biological Science
Whitner, Amanda Danielle – Human Development and Family Studies
Wilkins, Claire Ku’ulei – Equine Science
Willard, Andrew Warren – Business Administration
Wilmore, Michael David – Psychology
Winter, Jaime Lynn – Health and Exercise Science
Wu, Xian – Business Administration
You, Yun – Mathematics
Young, Allison Collette – English
Zhou, Yang – Mathematics